Major Research Projects

- Analysis of the systemic effects of periodontal chronic inflammation
- Study of controlling substances for oral biofilm infection
- Study on controlling substances of periodontal chronic inflammation
- Analysis of factors expressed in pulp and periodontal tissue
- Study of zoonotic common infections by oral bacteria
- Translational research from above basic research

The fundamental of the laboratory is “Inheritance of DNA for way of considering to the next generation” that leads to the foundation of the university. We have clarified the pillars of this in the three fields of education, research, clinical, in accordance with social change.

**Education:** Foster human resources who study health scientifically by enhancing multidisciplinary practice

**Research:** Contribute to society by promoting research with clinical problems as seeds, translating to clinical practice

**Clinical:** Clear results of the goal that the patient aimed for achieving SoLA *

(*, Soft-Landing Aging)